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Steen recognized by Class of '93

by Eric Dettman
staff reporter

The Class of 1993 presented Economics Professor Todd Steen with the Outstanding Professor Award, given at the 1993 Convocation by the hopes and expectations of students. Steen's class find him "very approachable and helpful." They also enjoy his interesting lectures and patience when explaining difficult material.

Steen received a Bachelor's of Science from Pennsylvania State University, a Bachelor's of Arts degree from Indiana University of Pennsylvania, and a Master's of Arts and a Ph.D. from Harvard University.

Aside from writing a variety of papers and being a part of many large organizations, Dr. Steen is involved with Hope's chapter of Omicron Delta Epsilon, the honoray economics society.

Steen's "outstanding" professor

WITH AUTHENTIC BEATLESQUE INSTRUMENTS and attire, 1964 brought back the sound of the sixties to the Pine Grove Monday at the Labor Day Picnic. What is happiness and how can we attain it? This question has become the fascination of many contemporary health specialists around the world, including Hope College psychologist Dr. David G. Myers, whose latest book, The Pursuit of Happiness, reports on the new scientific search for joy and how new discoveries inform our own personal quests for happiness.

Among other things, Myers has discussed the book's findings in some 130 media interviews and 140 public lectures coast to coast, including 75 interviews for print and broadcast media and more than 50 invited lectures at colleges, churches and conventions. Features and articles written from the book appeared in such publications as "Psychology Today," "Better Homes and Gardens" and "Newweek."

Myers believes that happiness is a complex topic that is not reducible to a simple formula. Instead, he argues that happiness can be found in the pursuit of personal goals, the development of meaningful relationships, and the ability to find joy in the everyday moments of life. He believes that happiness is not something that can be bought or measured, but rather something that is earned through hard work and perseverance.

By: Julie Blair
Campus Editor

1964 revives "Beatlemania"

by Andrew Myers

In shag hair pieces and peg-legged tuxedos, rock band 1964 knocked the part, but when they began to strum the opening chords to "She Was Just Seventeen," even die-hard Beatle fans did double takes.

Henry Myers' book examines happiness

by Susan Stevens
staff reporter

What is happiness and how can we attain it? This question has become the fascination of many contemporary health specialists around the world, including Hope College psychologist Dr. David G. Myers, whose latest book, The Pursuit of Happiness, reports on the new scientific search for joy and how new discoveries inform our own personal quests for happiness.

Among other things, Myers has discussed the book's findings in some 130 media interviews and 140 public lectures coast to coast, including 75 interviews for print and broadcast media and more than 50 invited lectures at colleges, churches and conventions. Features and articles written from the book appeared in such publications as "Psychology Today," "Better Homes and Gardens" and "Newweek."

Myers believes that happiness is a complex topic that is not reducible to a simple formula. Instead, he argues that happiness can be found in the pursuit of personal goals, the development of meaningful relationships, and the ability to find joy in the everyday moments of life. He believes that happiness is not something that can be bought or measured, but rather something that is earned through hard work and perseverance.

By: Andrew Myers

See STEEN pg. 6

Brownstone Apts. open for residents

by Danielle Klaassen
staff reporter

The Brownstone Apartments, affectionately called the Taj Mahal by their administration and students, recently opened for Hope College residents.

Located on Eighth Street above the new restaurant 84 East, the six-person re-fabed flats were leased by Hope from the Lumir Corporation, a division of Prince, who constructed and decorated them. Hope supplied all the furnishings.

Each apartment has three bedrooms, a dining room, kitchen, living room, and two full bathrooms. All five apartments have high ceilings and ornate wood-trim around the windows. "Two big windows overlook Eighth Street in the front apartment," quoted one of the residents.

"love" the apartments, like all first time residents, they have to put up with some minor inconveniences. Things got crazy last week when the residents of apartment 250 found they had no hot water. Luckily, the girls across the hall had more than enough to go around.

Residents also point out parking as an issue because they don't officially have a lot. Many gave up trying to find a slot and parked in the "bad lot" in the back lot behind 84 East restaurant.

"The Domino's delivery man had a hard time finding our apartment," Lloyd Taylor ('95) said. But most residents aren't complaining.

"It instills a sense of responsibility because they are new," Chad Gifford ('96) said.

Safety is an issue among the residents. Doors are always locked by code and the route of Public Safety vans includes the Brownstones.

All the extras in the Brownstones do add some excitement. "They cost about seventy-five dollars more per person per semester than the average Hope College apartment," quoted Cummer, Associate Director of Housing and Residential Life. "Students interested in available apartments for the 1994-95 school year will go through the application process in the spring."

by Danielle Klaassen
staff reporter
Health Care: Beyond the Hype and Criticism is a Real Issue

On September 22, President Clinton will present guidelines to Congress to advance health-care reform proposal. In reality, the reform is the brain-child of over 500 experts and specialists guided by Hillary Rodham Clinton. One may argue that the health-care reform is a political move, but it is undeniable that she is a very intelligent individual who has dedicated much of her life to the issue of health insurance.

However, it is beyond possibility that such a reform could become an accident or result in a serious illness. In that case, my occasional journey to Dr. Family Practitioner could become hospital care. Without insurance, not only am I at a statistical disadvantage to taxpayers as well. There will be many who, after reading the opposite paragraph will conclude, "Yeah, but with a college education I can get a job and with insurance," or "The odds of contracting cancer or heart disease at 20 is quite low." This is true. However, in an increasingly competitive job market, a college education could be a determining factor to understand our friends who are seniors; at times the outlook is not so rosy.

More than likely, very few graduates have difficulty finding employment. Yet, there are college students across the nation who sit on the sidelines with limited potential risks as the uninsured but are ignorant of the conditions of their current coverage.

The situation will not improve without action. While this does not amount to an endorsement of the Clinton package, it is a complete rejection of the "wait and see" attitude that some conservatives have advocated.

No longer is health care someone else's concern—it's yours and mine.

As a taxpayer, I must admit that the first two sentences amount to nothing but lip service. So are small business taxpayers. So are large business taxpayers. The government has no effective means to afford coverage.

Health care is without some form of health insurance. Some of the uninsured are able to purchase insurance, but choose not to. However, the vast majority are simply waiting for any means to afford coverage.

In a medical emergency, people are in dire need of health care. However, the majority are unable to pay these type of expenses. The situation will not improve without action. While this does not amount to an endorsement of the Clinton package, it is a complete rejection of the "wait and see" attitude that some conservatives have advocated.

No longer is health care someone else's concern—it's yours and mine.

According to past statements about the president's health-care bill, it is unlikely that Congress will pass a comprehensive health-care reform. However, the vast majority are unable to pay these type of expenses. The situation will not improve without action. While this does not amount to an endorsement of the Clinton package, it is a complete rejection of the "wait and see" attitude that some conservatives have advocated.

No longer is health care someone else's concern—it's yours and mine.

As a taxpayer, I must admit that the first two sentences amount to nothing but lip service. So are small business taxpayers. So are large business taxpayers. The government has no effective means to afford coverage.

Health care is without some form of health insurance. Some of the uninsured are able to purchase insurance, but choose not to. However, the vast majority are simply waiting for any means to afford coverage.
...I wore it as a symbol of my individuality. It will show the world that all colors can live together in peace and harmony... beautiful...

...as we decided a little harmless rebellion was in order... "Make Love, Not Wars!"

...I couldn't believe it! There I was within 50 feet of Paul!... I was so excited I couldn't hold the camera still!!...

Gini says that the Beatles would be nothing without John and that he's the only intelligent one of the bunch. "He's the real thing," she tells me. "John has an inner depth that seeps out of every pore of his being." She actually said this! Sometimes I wonder about her...

All photos by Ann Hurton
Nothing to Do?

Hope students are always complaining that there’s nothing to do in Holland. Granted, the entertainment possibilities are limited, but they are by no means nonexistent.

It has been said numerous times that life is what you make of it. If you go into an event believing that it’s going to be boring then it’s going to be boring. If you go with the attitude that this is going to be filled with interesting people and experiences, then it will be a lot more enjoyable.

A series of articles about inexpensive things to do in Holland begins in this issue. Some of the things are old stand-bys that you’ve probably been doing for years, but there are going to be a few things that you’ve never really thought about doing “for fun” before.

We sit around in our dorm rooms and apartments complaining about the lack of entertainment in Holland, but we never really do anything about it. We don’t go out in search of the ultimate adventure in fun. We don’t take advantage of the everyday things that are enjoyable in our lives.

The problem with today’s young adults is that we think we have to be “doing” something in order to have fun. Some of the most enjoyable things in life are done spontaneously, without a plan and involving no money whatsoever.

Granted, not everything you try going to be fun and exciting. For example, a walking tour of the Heinz pickle factory might be highly educational and cause you to re-investigate your feelings about the pickle industry, but it’s not going to be that special event you remember years from now and tell your grandchildren about.

That doesn’t mean this wouldn’t be a good experience. The fun is in the trying, not the doing.

Go out and do something you’ve never done before. Do something you have done before but enjoyed enough to do it again. Just don’t sit around and complain that there’s nothing to do.

If you can’t find anything interesting to do, then you’re just looking in the wrong places.

An explanation from the editor...

Time again for me to do my spiel and let you know about what’s going on behind the scenes at The Anchor. Of course, it would be even easier for you to see what goes on behind the scenes if you were to stop by one of our regularly scheduled meetings every Wednesday and Sunday at 7 p.m. and take a story assignment.

This week there were a number of issues to deal with. Actually, there was more of a problem with lack of issues to deal with. As you will see...

A SENSITIVE ISSUE:

This week posed a particularly difficult decision for me. On page 2 of this issue is a tribute to the late Paula Lemley written by two of her close friends.

This was a very sensitive issue to deal with because I wanted to be sure not to offend anyone. Therefore, we asked her friends to write it for us and let us know what you think about her.

Thank you again to all those who helped in this decision and especially to Beth Merrill and Karlee Knuth for writing about such a personal topic and letting us print it in The Anchor.

FLUFFY NEWS:

Many of you newspaper aficionados may have recognized the lack of what we would call “hard news” in this week’s issue.

That’s the way things go. Sometimes there are so many hard-hitting stories and interesting things going on that it’s near impossible to decide which will make it on the front page.

Other weeks, such as this one, are reduced to running a number of lighter pieces that normally wouldn’t make it up front.

Of course, this is both good and bad news. It’s good in that it means there haven’t been any major catastrophes or conflicts on campus. It also means that we must be a really uninteresting place!

Hopefully, as the school year rolls on, the really interesting stuff will come to us at the paper as well.

LETTERS-TO-THE-EDITOR:

Another thing you may have noticed about this week’s issue is that it seems to lack a lot of depth on this, the editorial page. Normally, this page is filled with all the wonderful and insightful opinions of you, our readers (and I’m not just saying that to butter you guys up!).

At this time I’d like to make an open plea to all of you to write in to us and let us know what you think about things that are said in this paper or even things that are said around campus. You must have opinions about things. I know you do because I’ve heard you talking in classes and around campus.

Of course, maybe I’m wrong. Maybe you just don’t have anything bad to say. Maybe everything is just going so perfectly that you have absolutely nothing to complain about. (Yeah, right!)

We are extremely interested in hearing what you have to say (this means that I’m expecting a large number of letters-to-the-editor in the box outside the Anchor office by Friday!).

The Anchor is published weekly by Hope College students as a cooperating agency of the Hope College Student Council. Letters to the editor are encourages, but due to space limitations, those of 250 words or less will be printed. The opinions expressed in the editorial are solely those of the page editor and not the opinions of the Hope College Student Council, the Hope College News Service or the Public Relations Office. Subscriptions are available for $18 a year or $10 a semester. We reserve the right to edit or reject any advertising.

Saturday, September 11, The Anchor will be sponsoring a PageMaker Workshop beginning at 10 a.m. All those interested please call x7877 by Friday, September 10 to register.
**Theatre auditions open to all**

by Mellissa Endsley

comed new and returning students

**Auditions for the first two productions, “Evita” and “Betrayal”, will be held tonight and tomorrow evening at 7 p.m. in the Dewitt Main Theatre. All who are interested are welcome to try out.**

“Evita,” directed by John Tammi, Professor of Theatre is a musical based on the life of Eva Peron, the second wife of the Argentine president, Juan Peron. Eva was born in 1919, illegitimate, poor, and without privilege. During her life, she became the most powerful woman in Argentina, having become pregnant again, and to-
Put Me In, Coach

"Just win, baby." — Al Davis

It’s that time of the year again, you can smell it in the air. Pigskin Sunday, otherwise  known as the church of football. Just the thought of a tightly laced spiral rocketing 30 yards downfield into the hands of a sticking wide receiver is enough to send tingles down your back.

It also marked my coaching debut in the NFL. Holy sh"ck! Perhaps I should rephrase. Sunday marked the day I stepped onto the playing field as quarterback (Brett Favre), and against your Fantasy team (Dan Marino) is squaring off your favorite team’s quarterback Marino four touchdowns to instead of watching.
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crushing an activity as actual coaching, but a week in the life of a Fantasy football coach can wrench an activity as actual activity as what it is to be.

A week’s opener for the coach of Michigan. From a roster of 18 players and injury report. You sure stand looking at the lineups, see who’s playing whom, check out the playing whom, check out the playing whom, check out the players but the coaching staff keeps a keen eye and ear open for any late-breaking reports on injured players for a possible last minute change.

Sun., 11:40 a.m.—Breakfast. This week it was free sample cereal that comes through the mail. You gotta like free food on game day.

Saturday, September 11 at DePauw University in Indiana marks the kickoff of Hope College’s 84th year of football. The 1993 Flying Dutchmen will take their place in a gridiron tradition that started with the first Hope-DePauw match-up in 1951. Hope holds a series advantage of the slimmest margins, with 12 wins to DePauw’s 11.

Head Coach Ray Smith, in his 24th year at the helm of the Dutchmen, believes there is a lot to be excited and optimistic about this season. There are 40 returning letterman from last year’s squad. Among those returning letterman are: Mike DenBilder a 6’1”, 200 pound Senior from Walker. Michigan. Coach Ray Smith described Mike’s first two weeks of practice as “excellent”, Jeff Carlson a 6’5”, 210 pound Senior, listed in the 1993 Orange and Blue Scrimmage Guide at tight end. Carlson also sees time at the Dutchmen’s deep snapper. Coach Smith compares Carlson’s snapping to that of a professional football player; Jon Slagha a 6’2” 200 pound senior running back from Grand Rapids who Smith describes as “the best running back we have”; and Chad Ackerman a 6’3”, 240 pound Senior defensive end from Parchment. Coach Smith described Ackerman’s return with the phrase “Fire in his eye”.

Besides these returning letterman, Hope fans will be watching a whole team that Head Coach Smith describes as “extremely enthusiastic” and “extremely positive.” He also describes the 1993 Flying Dutchmen as the team with the most depth at positions that has had in several seasons.

And what can we expect to see in Saturday’s match-up with DePauw? Expect to see a “whole feeling-out process” on both sides early in the game. Smith regards Saturday’s game as “very important.”

Both teams have lost a large part of last year’s defensive squad. Hope returns only four defensive starters. Certainly this first match-up will be used as a “yardstick” to measure up their team’s defensive abilities. Hope football fans have a great interest in a game that Smith discussed the effect that the support of the Student Body has on a team’s spirit. He stated that his players have always expressed that the support of their fellow students is one of the biggest moral builders around. The Flying Dutchmen start their home games Saturday, September 18 against Illinois Wesleyan. All of Hope College games will be broadcast on WHCT-AM (1450) Holland and WPUR-FM (102.9) Grand Rapids. All Home games are broadcast on Hope’s own WTHS (89.9).

Lady Dutch open season victorious against Albion

by Rachel Karpanthy

The Hope College Flying Dutch volleyball team opened their MIAA season at home, Tuesday September 7, by beating the Albion Britons in three straight games.

Although the match was won in straight games, the Lady Dutch were down 5-1 in the first game and came back to win 15-5, with the remaining scores being 15-10 and 15-8.

The team now has a cumulative record of 2-3 and a MIAA record of 2-2.

"I was delighted to win the first game at home, especially being that it was a MIAA game," said Head Coach Karla Wolters.

Coach Wolters expects great things of the Lady Dutch who have a young roster of four juniors, four sophomores, and two first year students.

Heidi Van Wieren had an in-
credible serving night with seven aces in three games. Michelle Werkman had a strong first game with six kills and no errors. Amy Docter and Captain Jostelle Rosbach each had strong matches, at middle hitter and setter, respectively.

The JV’s won in two straight games, with game scores of 15-1 and 15-12.

The Lady Dutch will travel to Spring Arbor on Thursday, September 9, for a non-conference match.
Experience the Ultimate of all Sports—SKYDIVING! Train with Great Lake Skydivers in September and receive 10% off our 1st Jump Course with Student ID. West Michigan oldest and most experienced Parachute Club. USPA affiliated. 1 hr. south of Grand Rapids. 628-4892.

TWITSON PARADE: We love you guys! Best of Luck this year!—C&J

SINGLE WHITE FEMALE #1: Where’s the component part to our plaid seat? Hugs & Kisses—Single White Female #2

DAPH: PAVLOVI PAVLOVI! I have a malignant tumor!

JENN PALMA: THEY SAY IT'S YOUR BIRTHDAY....The BIG 19! Love you—us.

GIRLS OF 210: poor little fishy. Probably ate the Fruity Pebbles.

MUDDAH and PADDAH: Snapple makes balancing the check book easier! Erma loves you!

Kappa Cuties! I love you guys!! And I know we’re gonna have the best semester! 1 little rule: don’t ever pick up men at stoplights!! —Love “Ralph”
A Whole New Line Of Hope College Information
When You Need To Know What's Going On Around Campus, Call The Hope College Information Lines! Available 24 Hours A Day!
Call 392-1717 and enter appropriate code #
Hope College NewsLine...Code 5040
Hope College SportsLine...Code 5041
Hope College ArtsLine...Code 5042
KnickerbockerLine..........Code 5043
Information You Want...
When You Want It!

INNOCENT BYSTANDER

Want to make a difference?
Write for The Anchor!

HELP FIND A CURE FOR MS!!!
Raffle Prizes and food will be provided.
(Immediately following the SAC comedian.)
All proceeds will go to the Multiple Sclerosis foundation
"Sponsored by the Alpha Theta Chi Fraternity
and the Kappa Delta Chi Sorority

CALENDAR OF EVENTS

Arts & Entertainment
SAC movie - Sept. 10-15, Dow, Fri. and Sat. 7:45 and 12 nightly, Sun. 6 p.m.
Knickerbocker Theatre .
Aug. 27-Sept. 9, The Story of Qui Ju, 7 and 9:10 nightly
Sept. 20-26, Sophie, nightly 7:00 p.m.
Oct. 18-24, "The Kawashima Collection," DePree Art Gallery

Campus Events
Presidential Lecture Speaker - Thurs., Sept. 9, 8 p.m. "Adventures of a Chemist-
Collector," DePree 141
Thurs., Sept. 9, 7:30 p.m., "The Bible Through Dutch Eyes," Washita Auld, Graves

The Anchor (x7877) with additional times and dates of campus events

1964 Continued from page 1
the past two weeks, their new white
Chevy van already has some 500
miles on it from traveling across
the country. They even have a 1964 fan
car and groupies.

Myers
Continued from page 1
my way," Myers comments on the success of his book. These opportu-
nities range dramatically from inter-